Mark your calendar for November 8 thru 10, 2018 and make sure to register early as Someone Cares prepares to present the fifth
edition of the National Trans Health Conference under the theme, “Transgender Wholeness: Mind, Body & Spirit” at Hilton Atlanta
Airport in Atlanta, Georgia.
Someone Cares Inc., www.s1catl.org, a 501 (c) (3) non-profit community based organization, invites you to attend and participate
in this three-day event convening an all-encompassing and inclusive atmosphere offering speakers, workshops and life changing
interactions that benefit Trans lives with a holistic approach.
Join us, as we continue to build on the unprecedented awareness on the Trans community from a health, legal, social and advocacy
perspective attempting to define what acceptance look and feels like, education on services and trends while forging ideas into
solutions.
As the largest Transgender servicing organization in the Southeastern United States, Someone Cares R.E.A.L. / T. (Reaching,
Educating, Assisting, and Liberating Trans) program is created to assist the Trans community in gaining respect in a society that has
written them off. To provide a safe space to empower them to seek higher education, job placement, housing, skill building, physical
and mental health as well as reaching them where they are.
The Trans Conference provides a national platform “Pathway to Accessing Healthcare and Higher Education” and is designed to
assist higher education institutions and healthcare providers in building capacity through cultural competency workshops, ensuring
interactions with Trans individuals are done with care and respect. Workshops are designed to educate, encourage, and strengthen
relationships among those who directly affect the daily lives of the Trans community.
By convening in an atmosphere of love and acceptance, Someone Cares realizes that we must continue to have provocative dialogue,
if we are to be congruent with our mission to empower the LGBTQ community and underserved populations at risk for or living with
HIV/AIDS and other health disparities. This Conference allows us to augment our programs financially through comprehensive
support services to assist the Trans demographic in taking control of their lives and making sound health decisions.
The Conference has attracted over 250 participants and we’re expecting our numbers to increase this year. We’re looking to you to
consider, sign on and help us ride this wave of awareness as a sponsor, or opt for one of the various sponsorship levels attached.
Assist us, in keeping the doors open to Trans Health, so that we can ensure that all Trans individuals have access to quality health
screenings. Your commitment today, ensures that we continue advocating and providing mentorship and leadership, as we strive to
level the playing field in the LGBTQ community.
The three-day conference gives sponsors exposure through press releases and social media, in addition to direct access and one on
one interaction with exhibitors, speakers, health providers and the Trans demographic.
The line-up of speakers will be industry specific professionals dealing with health disparities, mental health, HIV/AIDS, Trans data
collection and all the things trending towards Transgender community.
Please feel free to reach out to me to discuss your thoughts about participating, or customizing a sponsorship package to align with
your company’s objectives and deliverables at dsgardin1221@yahoo.com.
Our plea to you, remember that everyone is entitled to respect, dignity, equality and love. The conference, is for and about our Trans
brothers and sisters, let us show them by our actions and not our words that someone cares.

